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The Magic Gathering
of Færies
July 14 - 25 on the island of
Terschelling in the Netherlands
Gathering open to Færies of all
genders and sexualities, imaginary or not.
You carry a spark of magic inside
of you. Bring it to Terschelling
where the EuroFæries create a
space for it to grow and spill over
into the Universe.
Beneath immense skies, by the
rhythms of the sea, among the
rolling dunes and the holding
dikes, we will make magic by creating rituals, sharing our heartsongs, dancing with joy, gazing into each other’s eyes, touching each
other’s bodies and souls, sharing food and work, laughter and pain,
listening
a n d
s p e a ki n g ,
tuning
i n t o
nature,
being
s p i r i t ual and
p r o fane,
otherworldly
a n d
carnal, walking with the spirits, talking with the animals and doing
whatever else we do.
More information about the EuroFæries and the Magic Gathering:
www.eurofaerie.org
efthimios@aol.com (English, French, Greek) 33.140270295
k_t_smit@hotmail.com (Dutch, English)
moes@sover.net (German, English)

For the Magic gathering we have booked the Wierschuur, a farm-

house that has been converted to provide
bunk-bed style group accommodation.
Located between a bird sanctuary and miles of
tidal flats, the Wierschuur is
an ideal and magical place
for Færies to gather and
be in nature. More details
on transport options will be
made available to you
upon registration.
The Magic Gathering, like
most Færie gatherings, will
take shape as it unfolds.
How it unfolds will depend
on the contributions on
every level of the Færies
attending.
The more
Færies give, the richer the
experience will be.
Some contributions, however, need to be
planned in advance: please let us know if you
are interested in assuming the responsibilities of KITCHEN GENIE, CLEANING ELF,
BREAKFAST NYMPH, or other positions you
may think will improve the comfort and quality of the gathering. If such a responsibility
interests you, then you will be compensated
with attending the gathering for free (on
scholarship). If you would like to be the
KITCHEN SUPERMOM (organize shopping
and arrange the production of the meals),
then you will be paid for the job.
The food at the Magic Gathering will be vegetarian, but we also make special food for
those with eating restrictions.
The gathering is
inclusive
and
open
to all

Færie spirits regardless if they happen to be inhabiting
gay male bodies or not (yes, women are very welcome).
We do not like to turn people away because of lack of funds. If you
cannot afford to pay the rates, please talk to us. Registration fees
are on a sliding scale. Please remember we have to pay for this
gathering!
It is best to make a commitment to stay for the entire gathering:
this respects the process of the gradual unfurling of other Færies’
wings. Priority will be given to those registering for the entire
3
gathering. Please do not come for less than 6 days.
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This Issue’s Contributors:
Efthimios(FR)
Eunice/Eduard (NL)
Færie Anonymous«Trachten»
Lady Venus
Cocopierre
Forrest
DeeTour(Lite)
Moonbeam
Marco
Tinkerbell
Viking Diva
Annelize
Bubbling Banana
Mountaine
MpZ is :
Compiled/Designed/Edited by
Cocopierre in Berlin with the
Special assistance of Dandeline
(née Dorothea) and
Uncle Markie for their Cyber
brilliance, Shaunessy for his
snailmail commitment and
Fanta for local Berlin help.
Special kisses to
HeyHeyWickyMars and
TrishTrash for cuming to Berlin
for Straßenfest Missionary work
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Spring 2003
Berlin Camping
Gatherette
date to be announced
contact: berlin@eurofaerie.de
SummerSolstice Gatherette
21June2003 London, UK.
Contact Tinkerbell: 020 7486
7055 rbj@freeuk.com
Sweatlodges in Germany
contact:Franzouska
Summer 2003
«Magic» Gathering
Terschelling NL. July14-25
contact: Efthimios@aol.com

DUTCH SPEAKING FÆRIES
have nothing to report in this
issue of the MpZ (except for
Eduard: see HERBS column).
Danny is back in Belgium and
has sent us reports from around
the globe.
(foto: ‘TRUT Disco’ entry ticket,
Hippest ‘alternative’gaylesb club
in ‘dutch speaking’Amsterdam)

EuroFæries is a non-profit
organisation registered in the
Netherlands. Our long-term goal
is to establish a permanent færie
sanctuary on the European
continent, and any surplus raised
from the gathering fees, and from
our fund-raising auction at the
gathering, will be donated to the
faerie land fund.
Eurofæries
P.O. Box 2721
1000CS Amsterdam
Netherlands
www.eurofaerie.org

The Bach Flower Remedies, or
how the magic essences of wild
flowers can be used to cure spirit, body and soul.
In 1930 dr. Edward Bach, an
English physician and homeopath, gave up his successful
practice to dedicate his life
entirely to an astonishing new
healing approach. Using his
highly developed sensitivity and
intuition, he could, just by holding a flower or plant part in his
hand, closely connect himself
with a plants entity. By doing so
he would receive a strong perception of its energy and so
sense its properties. He was
convinced of the need to treat
people as a whole, rather than
the symptoms of a disease
alone. By bringing the mental
state of a patient in balance, his
or her physical resistance would
get stronger to finally combat an
illness successfully..
The flower remedies are prescribed according to states of
mind, moods, and personality
traits, effecting the body though
the mind. Within a period of five
years Bach produced 38 different remedies, covering a
remarkable range of emotional
states. To mention just a few:
Star of Bethlehem and Rock
Rose to calm the central nerve
system, Olive to regenerate
peace
and
balance,
Honeysuckle for those nostalgic
for the past, it will help to let go
and embrace the present,
Clematis aids to concentration in
those who are dreamy, unfocused, or vague..
Sometimes single remedies are
used; sometimes up to seven
are mixed together to make individual treatments. The most
commonly known combination is
the so called "Rescue Remedy".
It contains five different flower
essences which are helpful in
situations of shock, panic, impatience, fear of losing control and
to help refocus the mind. its possible uses are many: but especially for physical or emotional
shock. My personal curiosity
was excited when a friend told
me how she would calm her skittish horse with just a few drops
of " Rescue" before going for a
ride. And how, within a few minutes, her horse became quiet
and manageable again.. Still
somewhat reserved about the
remedies in general, since I had
gotten so used to rely on the
actual organic and active curing
ingredients of herbs, her experience convinced me to give it a

by Eduard
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try ! Ever since I keep a bottle
next to my bed to use whenever
my mind wanders off, overactive
as it sometimes can be from too
many daily impressions. Almost
immediately it feels as if I come
back to myself, while my mind
slows down, and surrenders to
sleep.
It is not so generally known that
the remedies can be used just
as effectively to help plants ! A
plant for instance that has been
uprooted accidentally, or transplanted elsewhere, will benefit
tremendously by adding just a
few drops in a liter of water that
is poured around its root system.
It will also require Walnut to help
it adjust to its new habitat. The
remedy system is so gentle that
it can be given even to new-born
babies with perfect safety. It
does not react with other medicines, so that therapists who
specialize in other treatments
often use it as a complement. Its
focus on the emotions makes it a
natural partner to the more physically oriented approaches of
most medical traditions.
And above all it is effective,
which is why the use of this system has spread via personal recommendation and word of
mouth from a small corner of
Oxfordshire to many countries
around the world.
You can easily explore combinations and possibilities yourself. Just get a list with the 38
subscriptions of the remedies
and their effect, ( available in
most health food stores and
herbal suppliers) and you will
most likely find the essence or
essences that will balance your
emotional life. The Bach center
in England still produces and
distributes the original flower
essences in so called dropper
bottles.
The essences are made in glass
bowls filled with pure rock water,
its surface covered with flowers.
They stand in direct sunlight for
3 hours and are then transferred
to dropper bottles which are for
50% filled with Brandy as a
preservation. Tougher plant
parts are slowly boiled in
rock water for half an hour and
then processed.
Does this story sounds like a
fairy tale ? Just try and find out
for yourself, it 's magic !-------------------- Eduard
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WASH & DRY
At a recent family Gatherette a
certain Uncle was on the’ mark’
when he elucidated us on his
growing affection for some toys
given for his entertainment
pleasure recently. He described
it as coil, of sorts, and a self
pleasure giving device that had
few if any comparisons. Well
...perhaps that is no longer the
case. Recently received in our
mail bins were these series of
instructive images advising a
step by step instructional for side
tasks as you do your laundry
(generally such a boring domestic task). It seems that as one
does the laundry one can perfect
their bottoming skills for their
cherished loved one(s). It will
require a standard Washing
machine with several wash and
Spin cycles. It will require 2 rubber toys (preferably in several
widths or/and lengths)- secured
with suction cups.During the pre-

wash cycle-it is recommended that the smallest one be used and that
you get in position prior to the machines main wash spin cycle (a
timer may be placed near by to calculate these moments of insertion)
Once well inserted, just wait a moment for the main wash cycle to
begin.you will find that varying the machine setting will provide dif-

ferent results. there fore “delicates-synthetics-or-Heavy
loads”
are
recommendind
depending on your current abilities. The final rinse spins are
briefer and more rigerous and for
this it is highly recommended
that one uses the larger ones
AFTER and only after the correct
practice has been made during
the wash cycle. for this cycle it is
recommened that the elemnt is
placed lower thus allowing the
user the ability to crouch lower
and allowr for deeper insertion.
The final spin cycle can sometimes move the machine from
side to side and thus you as well.
loose fitting shoes (not gripsneakers) will facilitate any
movements neccessary to keep
up with the spin. it will be rapid,
powerful and brief depending on
machine brand and origin.
The benefits of doing your laundry and these excercises will be
clear to all. Send in your discoveries to Færie Anonymous.
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With this issue of the MpZ I was
thrilled to reconnect with an old
friend and mentor LadyVenus
with whom I worked in a magical
wiccan shop many years ago as
an unofficial apprentice worker.
It was a karmic moment for me
where I came to understand better the magical tools of my
ancestries
(european
and
african) intertwined in a system
of magic misunderstood by so
many. I have asked lady Venus
permission to extract some texts
from her, now numerous,books
(in English and German).
From one of lady Venus’ introductory texts she says:
«Easy Enchantments"(ISBN 0312-24296-451495) is based
on the tradition of kitchen
witchery. Since ancient times,
the witch would use ingredi ents on hand to create a mag ical potion. When you read an
ancient spell book and see
strange ingredients that are
difficult to obtain in the postmodern world, we must realize
that these items were easily
on hand for the ancients.
Therefore today’s witch must
think about the accessibility
and magical properties of
everyday things that might be
sitting on his/her kitchen or
grocers shelf.
Each individual has a different
vibrational response. if you do
not see results within a full
moon peri od, try a
s i m i l a r
spell using
d i ff e r e n t
ingredi ents. per haps your
spell was
not chosen
to
target
the REAL
problem
area. I also
r e c o m mend using
an uncross ing
or
cleansing
s p e l l
BEFORE
you begin any magic involving
increase. If your road is
blocked, "Fed hEx" will have
an awfully hard time deliver ing to you.
Ingredients hold vibrational
power. Everything has an
astrological sign, and is sub ject to a planetary or divine
rulership. This rulership deter mines the spiritual and physi -

there are moon phase charts
available for this.
The 8 most enchanted dates for
Wiccan Magic:
O c t o b e r 3 1 S a m h a i n / Wi t c h e s
NewYear
Dec
20-23(sun
enters
Capricorn)-Winter Solstice
Feb1Canlemas/Brigid’s
day/Imbolc
March21-23(sun
enters
Aries)Spring Solstice
May1Beltane/MayDay
June21-23(sun
enters
Cancer)Summer Solstice
August1Lammas/Lughnasad
September21-23(sun
enters
Libra)Autumn Equinox
Some general RULES regarding
the use of magic:
1. Always say Please/Thank
you. RESPECT and courtesy to
the spirits.
2. Never Mix Love & Money
Magic
3. Have CLARITY of purpose
4. ONE spell at one time
5. Keep your altar/magical space
tidy
6. Have PATIENCE
7. NO spells during lunar/solar
ECLIPSE
8. Dispose of magic remnants
RESPONSIBLY
9. DO NOT attempt to win back
a lover in anger, do a love healing first
10. No love attraction magic
when YOUR self esteem is low
11.
check
the phase of
the
moon
making sure
it is COMPA T I B L E
with
your
magic
12. Choose
a

cal characteristics of that thing. Spells and their specific ingre dients are also used to direct our will and to unlock our own
subconscious power to create manifestation. May your prayers
be answered. May your potions be powerful. Do what ye will, yet
harm none.
Blessed Be Lady Venus»
Favorable days for YOUR
magic is also determined by
your moon in your sun-sign
or/and the nature of your
magic and the current moon.
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magical(Færie?) name for yourself
Note: Lady Venus also warns
several times throughout her
books on the laws of karma. She
warns against performing deeply
negative magic as it will return to
you in time ‘three-fold’(3times
harder) in some unexpected
form.
Photo portrait of Lady Venus by
Vivian Babuts

Obstacle Remover Spell
Powdered drain opener, plastic
wrap, empty mayonnaise jar
Fill a Mayonnaise jar with pow dered drain opener.
Cut a small slit in the top of the
jar lid so yuou can shake the
powder out to spell words, kind
of like decorating a cake. Write
out your obstacle with powdered
drain opener on a cutting
board(cover board with plastic
wrap to protect it) Then shkae
the contents down the sink.
Visualize
pipes
being
unclogged-in the same way your
obstacle will be removed.Pray to
the divine ones that your path in
life be free of roadblocks.

bathing each other. This bath is
also good for an individual who
has been deeply hurt in a relationship. you cannot truly move
on until you have healed your
heart. In this case it is best to
give yourself the bath unless you
can find a priestess to assist.
carnations are used in the carribbean to cleanse sickness from
the body or heart. usually the
voodoo or Wiccan priestess will
lightly beat the subject with fresh
carnations to remove any neagtive emotions or illness from the
heart and or body. If you can do
this for another or have someone do it to you, that would be
ideal.The most important thing is
to break the stems of the carnations after you have cleansed
yourself. if you are feeling particularly distressed, begin taking 35 white carnations and brushing
yourself lightly from head to toe
with the flowers. Make sure the
stems are long enough so you
can reach behind you as if you
were using a back scratcher.
Use strong pressure behind the
shoulderblades, as this is a spot
where tyhe body tends to store
hidden pain (behind the neck as
well). When you reach your feat
be sure to pull each flower
between each toe. Do not worry
if some petals come loose.
When you are done, break the
stems in half.The flowers have
just absorbed the sickness,
anger, pain, or sorrow that lay
within you. By breaking the
stems, you ensure that energy
remains trapped in the carnation
to die along with the flower. After
you have broken the stems
(white), prepare a bath with aloe,
rosemary & fresh pink carnations. The Rosemary is to
remind you of the positive healing effects of loving and opening
your heart. the aloe is used to

Spell To Get Someone Out
Of Your Life
red cayenne pepper, sea salt,
Kitchen matches, 1 small can dle, 9 cents/pennies.
Empty 2/3 of the pepper from the
bottle. Fill the bottle a 3rd full of
the sea Salt. Break the heads off
the matches and use the heads
to fill the jar almost to the top.
Match heads contain sulfur, a
magical element used by witches to scatter negative forces.
Sea salt is for cleansing and
cayenne pepper makes things
uncomfortable for people who try
to harm you. Write the name of
the person you want away from
you on a small pice of paper.(if
you have a signature,even better)Insert the paper into the jar.
Close the lid tightly. For 9 days in
a row beginning 10 days before
the new moon, shake the bottle
as many times a day as you feel
inclined to do so. Visualize this
person moving away from you.
On the 9th day rub the lid of the
jar with the wax of the
candle.(any color is suitable but
black is best) Take the jar to the
closest river and throw it
in.Throw 9 cents/pennies over
your shoulder and don’t look
back. *Note: Because of the law
of return(witches belivethat
whatever magic you do, good or
evil,it will return to you 3fold) It is
advisable to make your visualizations positive.
Love
Healing
Bath:
Carnations, white or pink bub blebath with Rosemary or aloe.
best utilized by couples and performed regularly.This ritual helps
remove negative residue that
builds up between couples.It is
great for removing and healing
little resentments that tend to
accumulate over time. take the
bath together or take turns
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Continued on Next Page

Cum in Magick
Semen has many purposes in
ritual, not just for sex magick. It
can be used for any of the following reasons, or more:
Consecration
It can be used
to consecrate ritual
tools, or to annoint
the body for ritual.
It can also be a
component in holy
water.
Ingested S e m e n
can be ingested in
the same manner
as ritual cakes. It
can also be made
to represent male
divine power and
eated as a representation of taking
god energy into
yourself.
Semen can also be a component
in ritual cakes.
[NOTE: eating semen is NOT
safe sex, unless it is your own]
As the product of ritual
A ritual whose goal is to achieve

into one orgasm?
-Aim carefully. it is connected to
the point of the ritual. Maybe you
are just going to shoot it wherever it goes- making room in yourself for the god energy by
expelling all that other energy.
you can for example, use this ritual to
make holy water for
future ritual- make
sure to shoot it in
the holy water you
are making. Another
example: a ritual to
help yourself lose
weight, so make
sure to shoot on
your belly and then
rub it all over yourself (ALL OVERhair too)... or...
Cum extraction fotos by maincoon invoking Ra and the
power of the Sun,
more. Try to work yourself into a so one may eat it. Etc., etc.
state where your whole body is see:http://www.geocities.com/m
covered in sweat, shaking and enandmagick/make.html
gasping for air... it's like a test :
how much magick can you pack

orgasm can be very powerful. If
the energy of a spell is all directed toward being produced or
expelled with orgasm, dramatic
results can be produced.
The Orgasm: when it is time to
have an orgasm. You will find

emotions... a really powerful
orgasm has the strength of the
Universe in it. Ejaculation is an
intense expulsory experience,
and extremely symbolic of force,
creation, action and power. Hold
it off until you can't stand it any

that the longer it takes and the
more delays you impose on
yourself, the better it will be.
Physical sensation makes as
much if not more energy than

Continued from Previous Page

the stems & step out of the bathtub.Wrap yourself in a white or
pink towel & allow yourself to air
dry. If bath is done as a couple
lie down together for 40minutes.
Whisper and caress each other.
You may make love, but allow
yourselves the 40minutes cooing minutes before you engage
in sexual activity. If you are
alone, follow up the bath by mirror gazing & whisper beautiful
affirming things to yourself. Do
not skip this part of the
ritual.Even if it makes you feel
silly, it is just as important as the
bath.
Lady Venus

strengthen and heal the emotional centers that have been
weakened. The pink carnations
are to cleanse the physical or
sexual centers.(white used to
cleanse the heart & mind & spiritual centers).If there have been
ugly words, use red carnations
as well. Insert one & hold it in the
mouth for 20-30 nseconds. Then
remove & rub vigorously up &
down the throat chakra before
breaking the stem. Rub the pink
carnations over the whole body
while in the bath. After all the
water is drained, stand up, break
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Equinox in South Africa –
Dgi-Dgi Disc no 8

image of Zulu warriors (asking
for temperance of the war spirit
and knowledge of limits to violence) and strands of wool (to
represent tears for Peace in the
World). This disc will be known
as the Peace Disc. May the
power of the ritual have a
restraining influence on the
anger and intransigence that
give rise to war!

EFTHIMIOS and TINKERBELL
were in South Africa on March
20 and gathered at Hermanus to
celebrate the Equinox with a
Dgi-Dgi Disc Ritual. Hermanus
is a sacred fishing-villageturned-holiday-resort east of
Cape Town and famous for
being the best place in the world
to watch whales who come to
breed in the bay (romantic
place!).
The site for the birth of this DgiDgi disc was on Rock Tinkerbell
at the end of Grotto Beach. This
sacred alter commands a spectacular view of the bay and coast
line and is a source of great spiritual refreshment - a meeting
place of Earth, Water, Fire and
Air.
The ritual began at dawn on the
20th with invocations to the elements and spirits of the directions. Two wax discs, representing the realm of opposites and
duality were melted in the
Cauldron of Being, moments of
stillness were held, and objects
of symbolic significance were set
in the cooling wax as prayers
and invocations for the coming
cycle.
The wax was left for 24 hours to
infuse the energies of the equal
day-night period, Then at dawn
on the 21st March, the new disc
was tapped free and the new
phase of the annual cycle welcomed.
Connections were
made to Equinoctal and Dgi-Dgi
celebrations around the world.
The spirits and elements
thanked and the ritual closed –
another beautiful new disc
brought into being.
This year, on the eve of war with
Iraq, significant prayers that
went into the wax included an

SUMMER SOLSTICE – 21
June
Calling British Faeries…..
Tinkerbell will be doing something to mark the solstice in
London– possibly a picnic in
Hyde Park or Kensington
Gardens, possibly a visit to
the statue of Peter Pan, perhaps a summer ritual on
Hampstead Heath. Perhaps all
of these, and more! Come and
join him.
Let’s get together, pool ideas
and make some powerful
magic.
Give Tinkerbell a call on 020
7486 7055 to make plans.

Photos by Effie and Tink
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(above) A gaggle of gurlz:
Otter,HeyheyWickyMars,
Feierfis, Dandeline,Effie

(below) Jazzy boez: Liebchien
& his Sax sucking boyfriend &
Cocopierre (with bells?)
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clockwise from Upperleft:
Gerd -The Lake -Eckie- UncleMarkie -SuperModelHeyHeyWickyMars TrishTrash Heidi Tinkerbell
Eduard Tinkerbell Cuddles Effie&VikingDiva

All Rheingold
Gatherette Fotos by
CCP. ccp by VikingDiva
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Vermont Færie defects to
BERLIN Færie Circle and
becomes FANTA

Wieland Speck for Honorary
Eurofærie Mascot?
“Yummmm” Cocopierre

Berlin Haupstadt Færie
INVASION at the Cuvrystraße
Anthony (below sans Afro).
Once a month a number of
BerlinFæries gather in a former
Squat in Kreuzberg (Joachim’s
old place) for Hot times and cool
fruits and soups. Fanta giving
Clevage (below right)

Literary Phæries: Sandy (ShortMountain) and Fanta at Melitta
Sundrom named after the infamous political Tunten(dragqueen)

BERLIN
« die Haupstadt Færies »
berlin@eurofaerie.de

Joachim between BERLIN and
Hanover at the MpZ suites

Eurofæries stand 371
Berlin Straßenfest2003

"Eurofaeries" will be represented
at the "Lesbisch Schwules
Stadtfest Berlin 2003 (Gay and
Lesbian City Festival) on the 2122 of June 2003, known also as
Strassenfest Weekend (1 week
before CSD/Gaypride).
Cocopierre, Trish Trash aus
Oberkassel-Bonn
and
HeyHeyWickyMars
aus
Oldenburg will be at the
booth which will be decorated
with
hundreds
of
butteflies(see sketch on left)
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Above:Pixie
(UK)
and
ButchBuddha in Mitte (our
warmest hugs to BBuddha with
his recent loss in Bielefeld).
Below:MpZ suites (home of
ccp)Shaunessy (below lower)
who connects with the offline
Færies with MpZ snailmail.

Breitenbush(us)

by Europes’ Estonian Princess:

«Viking Diva»
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Magic happens at Færie gatherings.
It could be said to be the essence of Færie gatherings - the alchemical mix of 40 Færies opening their hearts, sharing their stories, their
dreams and even their bodies, is magic. The mystical brew of so
many spiritually inclined folk exploring their inner realities, unlocking
the chains that hold down the divine being within, is magic. Rituals,
heart circles, feasting, dancing, healing, en-lightening: these are
magical days and nights.
At Færie gatherings the conditioning and norms imposed on us by
society (including the gay world) are broken down - then we can
become shamen, explorers, warriors of the heart, witches, wizards, priestesses, goddesses, princes and princesses, angels and
... Færies... in fact we discover that whatever we want to be - or

whatever we think we are - we can be. The nature of consciousness
is stripped bare - the vital role imagination plays in our existence is
revealed. We find we are beings of energy, of love, of light. We are
sexual and playful and mystical - and the common factor is that we
are magical - the whole experience is a magical one. Entering into
the spirit, dressing up, revealing new sides of our characters, contributing to the overall success of the gathering practically, with ideas
and with love - magic is on the cards. Forming bonds of friendship,
melting in a safe and seductive pot of group love, plus enjoying the
wild and wonderful setting of an extremely magical island
[Terschelling], discovering new territories outside and inside - letting the magical being that we are shine forth: Færies is a space
16

where magic happens.-- Marco (UK)

ON MAGIC
On first consideration,
the word

"magic"

is one of

the few plastic words I know. I
think glitter, David Copperfield,
tricking children, seeking an
escape from the nature of the
world, fairies on postcards, commerce. I don’t know how to connect myself to it as a sincere
thing.
In my life I can not say I
have experienced magic in any
traditionally designed sense. I
have experienced transcendent
emotions, total surprise, brilliance, anxiety, love, incomprehension, depression, generosity,
calm, synchronicity. The
word seems to indicate a suspension of reason and a break
from the typical capabilities of
the world, an extraordinary
something-from-nothingness, an
unexplained deviance from
anticipated ways of life, and
while there is a lot to be surprised by in this lifetime none of
it is removed from this infinite
matrix.
So I suppose my trouble is with the meaning I have
come to know. Taking it as an
attempt to disregard the world
and substitute it with a fantasy,
rather than integrating all of the
most magical experiences had
into the true full experience of
this strange and long lonely lifetime. I would like to feel how dirty
gas station bathrooms are
magic, too. How magic isn’t
something you strive to experience on the weekends with a
special group of people or by
yourself with mushrooms, but
rather the wonder of life at all
and even the fact that often
nothing feels particularly wonderful.
But why should I care
either way about this concept?
Probably
because I feel
betrayed by it, because I really
do love something of it.
Growing up in a daily life that felt
limited, bored in an isolated
house at the end of a cul de sac,
I would reach for the most interesting thing on the shelf: a book
entitled Faeries. The pictures
were rich and expressive, often
anchored in sexuality, sorrow
and deception, but always with
the suggestion of a certain control over the world. A certain
advantage – maybe it was size
or shape or more likely a magical ability – and with that came a
certain adventure. It was about
this time that I used to wish for

three wishes, knowing only that I
would use my first wish to
become "Magic". Just generally
magical.
Winter evenings, my father
would tell us stories of Merlin
who lived in a great tree in the
woods behind our house. A
messenger dwarf would come to
retrieve me and my sister in the

River separates the United
States from Canada. Contained
in that river is a medium sized
rise of land called Dark Island,
and on that island an imposing
structure named Jorstadt Castle.
It
was
named
for
my
Grandfather’s
Norwegian

middle of the night, leading us to
this hidden place where we
could converse with the old man,
visit dead pets, and bathe in the
feeling of total protection. Even if
I knew somewhere that these
were all "just stories" I took them
as affirmations of another world
to step into, one that might be
less limited and one where death
might not be as looming.
When summers came, our
family would drive north from
New Jersey to upstate New
York where the St. Lawrence

family lived under until their
arrival at Ellis Island, and both
my Grandparents lived there
during the warmer months of the
year. They were not rich, only
fortunate to be in the right place
at the right time with a Christian
cause that was deemed worthy
by the previous owners (Monks
who were looking to move on to
a more practical location). But
for any child set loose in its
chambers and shyly entering
its secret passageways, this
was magic. Unreal. A step out
of my ordinary experience of
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ancestry,

being the name his

school and chalky medicine.
As time went on I never saw a
wood nymph or pan, the castle’s
secret
passageways
were
sealed for asbestos and years
later it was sold, and I learned
that even Merlin keeps a job.
This is not to say I merely
became a pragmatic adult,
because that would be too simplistic - I also came to realize
that magic wasn’t only relegated
to these fantastical scenarios
and stories, forever out of reach
except in imagination. I came to
realize that most of what I had
considered magic were designs
that would remedy what I felt
hopeless about. My helplessness in matters of love and mortality took on a superstitious,
magical quality. My isolation,
too.
So now when I use the term
[magic]I use it to mean unexpected, touching and profound.
And I value it, though it has been
a struggle to align the idea I
came to expect with a real life
that I live, to allow for it even in
its many subtle and modest
forms, and to distinguish it from
card tricks, gaming guilds and
fantasy novels. To recognize that
beyond the practical/survivalist
level of daily life there are
always repeated visits with other
levels, hard to claim in that stan dard daily mode which is a puzzling
world
unto
itself.
Sometimes, magic is the easiest
word for these cross-overs. And
often, it is these cross-overs that

provide the most assurance in a
generally impossible to classify
world.

Forrest

FAERIE SEX
MAGICK (*workshop)
During
an
"Infinite
Possibilities Albstedt3" heart
circle, "Hey hey Wicky Mars
(he is!)" brought up the difficult "untertisch" (under-thetable) topic of sexual attractions at Gatherings and what
we do with this energy. At the
closing heart circle, I felt the
need to bring this topic up
again, and felt very vulnerable
in doing so. It’s a big topic for
me, and I find it very important
for me to shine light on it
whenever I feel in a safe
space. Later at night, when
more than half of the Færies
had left the circle, I mentioned
the Sex Magick workshops
which Harry Hay considered
his final gift to the world. The
response I got was very striking – few people in the circle
knew about these workshops,
and most wanted to know
more. This is my own story,
and it will certainly be different from the personal story of
anyone else who has experienced
these
workshops.
Caveat emptor…

Harry and

each other’s stories and feelings on this subject, and to discover together what "normal" boundaries of everyday life we might
be willing to let go of specifically for the workshop time. In other
words, we would see if we were comfortable with such options
as erotic massage, ritual which included raising erotic energy,
or even mass fucking in the woods! In order to increase the feeling of safety, we took strong vows that whatever we shared in
circle would be kept in strict confidentiality once the workshop
was over. I arrived with a very open feeling, eager to delve
deeply into exploring (for me) the most difficult subject of my
life.
I want to say that (without going into great detail) it was

VERY hard work , and very VERY rewarding. The facilitators met for their own short circle each morning, and then we
all came together around 10:30 or 11 AM, around a fire circle in

this was

very different.

The similarity is that Body
Electric works with the exploration of erotic energy in a
group, and has a clear focus
of integrating the erotic and
the spiritual. The difference is
that the Sex Magick workshop
has no pre-determined agenda. The participants create
what they want in circle. And
the wisdom of the circle prevails - unless everyone in the
circle comes to agreement on
something in consensus, it
doesn’t happen.
It would be fantastic to have a

his long-time

partner John Burnside developed the Sex Magick workshops around 10 years ago
and facilitated them many
times at the Wolf Creek Færie
sanctuary in Oregon (USA). I
never attended any of these
events. But when Harry was
clearly too old and frail to continue with the work, four New
York Færies who had attended
some of Harry’s workshops
decided to offer Sex Magick at
Færie Camp Destiny in
Vermont, in August 2001.
From his home in San
Francisco, Harry was involved
in helping them envision and
plan the event. I went, along
with 12 other Færie guys.
(total of 13 included the 4
facilitators. It wouldn’t work
with a larger group.)
The "call" to the workshop
made it clear that this was not
a Færie gathering. It was an 8day intensive retreat based on
Færie-style heart circles. All
the attendees made a commitment to stay for the entire
time, and to maintain a drugfree and alcohol-free mental
state. The intention (as I
understood it) was to come
together with a focus on the
topic of sex, to listen deeply to

the woods. Usually one or
more facilitators had something to say to set the tone,
and then the talisman would
start to move around. On one
particularly profound and difficult day, the circle lasted 7
hours with the talisman going
around only once! (We had
lots of short piss breaks, and
ate a light lunch in circle.)
Eventually we did reach an
agreement on how we would
choose to go beyond talking
into an openly erotic space
together. The result was wonderful, but even more wonderful and awe-inspiring was the
process we created together,
through the deepest heart circles I’ve ever experienced, to
get there.
I should mention that I’ve
done some work with the
Body Electric workshops, and

euroFærie sex magick workshop. I’m sure
there are Færies who worked
with Harry Hay who would
love to co-facilitate. And yes,
I’m sure that if Harry is watching us he would be delighted
to see this happen. The
requirements would be: a
location that is completely private (ideally in a remote and
lovely natural area) with some
way to prepare meals so that
no one has to come or go, a
team of at least 2 facilitators
who are prepared to hold the
energy for the workshop, and
a group of Færies who are
willing and ready to jump into
the erotic unknown and see
what they would like to create
together. If this interests you,
start to talk about it with others, and let’s see what magick
happens!
With warm affections --Mountaine,Asheville, North
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Carolina, USA

Ahhhhh magic!
it seems that my trip to the
states, the trip along all the
Færie sanctuaries is filled with
magic! Its so many things but
they all seem to come back to
one very simple thing: Vision!
Having the gutts to envision
what i want in life. Having the
gutts to really want beauty, to
create it. Asking Spirit to come
in, to give it wigs. Many things
have been happening that make
me relay feel that our sanctuary
is not only going to come, but
also that it will be a beautiful and
powerful place. A sacred place to
connect, to share, to play, to
grow, to witness. Ahhhh a place
for so much more that its impossible to cast into words.
But magic brings up the dirt as
well. I start to understand more
and more why quite a few
Færies dont want to invite the
negative into ritual. (the yin-yang
idea u know) It could not only
bring in lots of negativity but
more important for me is to see
that if i really go after my
dreams, my worst fears come up
anyhow. In my dreams during
this trip, some very scary images

came up of worms eating my
bones out etc. Scary but what
i later found out powerful
as well. Its being seen
as an image of cleansing, getting ready for
transformation.
A
transformation that is
seeded in the dream of
wanting this Sanctuary.
The Beltane ritual is also a celebration of the new year, of intention and vision. Beltane at
WolfCreek was a Very powerful
and magic moment in my life.

new tree. Going into the forest
following our intuition for this
honorable
victim.
Choosing what tree had
to be sacrificed, feel
what it all brings up,
selecting a sacrifice.
And everybody who
joined, really joined! We
had a heartcircle around the
tree to confirm our choice, we
had another circle before we put
the ax into her stem and so on. A
whole week like this of focused
intention to build up in one day.

Though we had very little heartcircles, the community felt very
strong to me since we worked a
whole week on building up the
ritual. Before going to find a
maypole tree, honoring all the
aspects and places of the sanctuary:
the ancestors, grandmother oak,
the Færies who died there, the
dreams and visions we keep
with us, the old maypole, in a
procession we all honored and
asked Spirit to guide us finding a

And then there was another form
of magic: in the form of a
Sacrament, a tea of mushrooms.
A thing i had never taken before
and i wasn’t sure if i would do it
up to the very last second. But
when it was passed on during
the weaving of the Maypole, i
knew it was the right thing to do.
A beautiful group of people, a
clear focus what we wanted to
use it for and the beautiful valley
of Wolf Creek, and a lovely
sunny day!

What’s magic?
Well, right now, when I ask
myself that, I get that magic is
connection. That I feel magical when I feel connected to the
greater web of life. When I can feel the way everything is really
a source of energy/vibration zzzzzz….. that everything is alive
and interactive……when I feel a child’s sense of wonder and a
woman’s sense of potency…….then I feel magical.
When I feel the gorgeous quirkyness of human
beings……strange mix of divinity and human traits
that we are……and the humour in the predicaments
that gets us into……when I can feel that this really
is all one big cosmic joke…then I feel magical.

I had a trip that was far beyond
words! The Magic that nature
included me into. Spirit granted
me a complete new view! But
what struck me the most was the
fact that all the aspects of the
preparation came back in my
trip: What i was there for, what i
wanted to get rid of in my life,
what i wish for my community
and asking Spirit for guidance.
The unity i felt with Mother earth,
with Spirit, with my Tribe! it was
incredible powerful.
Yes my Tribe! and i want a home
for my Tribe folx! Lets go for it,
lets create this space where we
can bring out all our beauty.
Focus on the beauty and growth
and be not afraid of all the fears
that come out during the
process.
Lets create this safe heaven, an
alternative in the world we live
in, an example! Lets do the
MAGIC together! I want to go for
it. I want to support everyone in
following their dreams, in facing
their fears, and damn, create it!
Come on girlzzzzzzzzzzz!
XXX,Dee

other day, talking of balancing
the thrill of challenges with the
need for rest and self nurture….
"No grit without magic, no magic
without grit."
With love and blessings
Christine Moon
May 2003-----------------------------------------------These are the things I want to tell you.
Extract from my journal, (Tershcelling Summer 2002)
These are the things I want to tell you.
I know I have words in me today, words that want to be writ ten and spoken.
They leap up like dolphins in water, shine, and plunge
back into the depths of feeling in my body~ my woman
body~ that sleeps in the boy’s dormitory and bleeds. And
I want to tell you this, not to go on and on like some standup comedienne who has run out of material, but because
it’s a magical feeling to be alive in a female body that bleeds,
and here, by the ocean where the pull of the tides is very
strong, and the gentle strength of the earth and sun and sky and
stars fertilises our dreams, Something awakens in me. Something
deep and fierce and potent….and I remember.

And when I get close to trees, rocks, sky and
mountains……well that’s a bigger magic than I can
probably ever really feel…..when I feel my smallness
compared to the universe…when I feel the power of
the sea…feel her as great mother…deep, strong, wild
and full of love…and when that somehow heals me…and I can
feel into my relationship with my birth mother and feel the healing and strength that I couldn’t always feel when she was alive
in a body like mine….when I feel the miracle of getting birthed
into a body like mine….( and I’m not just celebrating my tits Over the last few years it has not been easy to live in this body. There
have been times I have considered checking out. Illness and lonelihere!) I mean just being alive in a human body…. Awesome…
when life feels like a playful, awesome dance held in the fierce ness and feeling like a freak wore away at my hopefulness, my faith,
my joy and my ability to love.
tender love of the great mother.
At
times I got down to the bare bones of determination, survival and
When I can feel and see the angels at play…when I can feel gratrage.
itude and compassion and humility and delight……
This kept me alive
when I can make alchemy from my laughter and my tears…
and when I can work my ass off teaching in a council-estate But it didn’t keep me happy
school all week; when I can grieve for the losses and hardships And I deserve to be happy. I deserve to, once more, gorge myself on
joy.
I’ve endured, when I can face life with it’s ravages and it’s
So what can I tell you.
gifts and still feel love beating at the core of it all, then I feel
I can tell you about rape, family betrayals, anorexia and loss. I can
magical, and Real.
tell you about my
Gritty and ethereal all at once!
Or, as I found myself saying to a friend on the phone the 19 mother’s death, homophobia, misogyny and my brother’s

incarceration in a mental
hospital at age 12. I can tell
you about lesbian feminism,
therapy, women’s spirituality
and sex. How good it felt to
find these things and how
much it hurt to grow too big
for
them; to find that women can
betray and abuse as perniciously as men. To open
Pandora’s Aircraft Hanger of
demons that leapt into the
wounds of those
betrayals…and then follow
them into the darkness in
search of the jewels that they
hold.
I can tell you of heterosexual men with
lesbian hands;
women with
spirit cocks
who
know how
to
use
them….but
you know
t h e s e

things…don’t
you??
I can tell you
a b o u t
G r e e n h a m
Common* and
how I healed from
my rape by
becoming a witch.
How being a witch
is in my very cells.
How I remember the
burnings.
That being a witch
gives me back my
power.
And how I needed you to
remind me of these
things.
And as I sit here by
the ocean, the wind upon my
back,
I search within for my truth,
for the things I want to tell
you.
About being 40 and
considering birthing a child.
And how hard won a path this
has
been for me; to own the creative power of my body, to
survive the abuse and betrayals
and misinformation and to
find myself once more in
these bones and flesh, to find
my
joy, my spirit, my freedom; the
fierce, wild, passionate core of
me that will not be

destroyed.
I can tell you about
Queer Pagans in the UK.
About shape-shifting magical
gender-benders and that
"Billy’s and their Kin" is not
the same as Billys and Jillys
and Sillys and Willys…and
how I’m still finding my own
way amidst the wild,
confusing landscapes of
being female and queer.
And is this being a
faerie?
Or is it some other kind of
being?
Women and witches have
always known the creative
power of the soul on fire; the
spirit inspired; the desire for
growth and change. And of
love.
Love is the ground in
which
the
seed
grows
And sometimes I
fear I will never
find it
And
sometimes I know
it is the very
cells
from
which I am
made.
And
I can tell you
t h e s e
things; not
knowing how
much you do
or don’t want
to hear
them,
not
knowing what
you’ll think or
feel; but wanting
to, because their
tides of
feeling
beat
against the shore
of my body and
‘She-who-will-notbe-ignored’ tells
me
"Tell them that
you’re a witch and
that
you
love
them."
And so I do.
Christine Moon
Aug 2002
Greenham
Common Women’s
Peace Camp, set up
in 1980’s, encircling a
US Army base that housed
Cruise Missiles. Famous for
successfully ridding the base
of these weapons using a mix
of direct action, spirit, politics
and lesbian sex.
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SANCTUARY
From:
TrishTrash
To:
Eduard,DeeTour
CC:"Cocopierre"
Subject:
landsearch: map Les
Pierrons
Date:
Mon, 10 Mar 2003 20:40:56
+0100

Dear DeaLight,Eunice, Erik and
Martin,
attached I am sending you the
excerpt of the map with the
house "Les Pierrons". If you
want the photos via e-mail let me
know.
Thank you all for all the efforts
you put into our landsearch trip. I
think the important thing is really
the water supply - and I think
also the electric energy supply of the house. What I also
thought about that this real
estate guy could not show us the
sewer system. It has to be
checked, whether it is allowed to
use a sewer system at all and
where it is supposed to be. I
wonder whether you could find
anything out about it this morning.
After my constipation day coming home, that
place got a really
bright
again for me and
I am sure it could
be a wonderful
place for the
Færies!
Even if we don´t
get this wonderful
place, we should
probably focus on
this region. On
my way back the
Lorraine region
seemed to me
also very nice,
beautiful hills and
woods!
I also believe that

we already put quite a lot of
energy into the landsearch. And
with a property for this price
range our decision making
process to bring about such a
deal is not prepared yet.
Therefore we should go on making concrete plans how and who
can select a place and who and
how it has to be decided. It is
good to ask all the EF-Færies,
but it is also necessary to decide
who decides if not all Færies
respond or are not interested
etc. We should establish a deicsion making structure for this.
We should also ask for more
contributions pledges of Færies
we can count on, when it comes
to buying something. This all
should be prepared in such a
way that we can respond to a
real estate offer in business like
time. No
seller will wait for a long decision
making process of the Færies.
I also suggest that the Færies
are authorizing a landsearch
committee
furnished with all the necessary
structures, financial pledges etc.

to
focus on a landsearch in a specific region like Lorraine or Haute
Saone etc. and then do an intensive search also with contacting
more real estate agents in that
region. Before we do this it has
to be clear who and how we
finance the buy so that we then
can react to an offer in a business like manor. The way we are
doing it now is very energy consuming and could be frustrating
if we go on looking for places but
are not in a positon to actually
buy something.
In case the responses of the
Færies to our mails etc. show
further on that there is no real
interest and no commitment
among most of the Færies,
which is possible after the experiences we already made,then
we should think about finding a
place for the ones who are committed and then invite Færies to
come.
Thank you again for all the positive energy you all put in our trip
to Versoul. I enjoyed it Færie
much!!!
If you like
you can
forward
this to the
network - I
somehow
don´t get it
into
it.
Could you
please
send me a
copy
of
t
h
e
kataster?
Be kissed
a
n
d
hugged!
T-T

FÆRIE SPOTTING

Hooooooooooi Fairys everywhere,
For

Dutch circle and those who want to be with them

on June 21st!
Shall we have a circle at the Vondelpark Rose Garden starting at 19:00? This
can also serve as a warm-up for making Magic at
Terschelling 9....

Hey Cocopierre,
I am happy to hear from the
euro-Færie post again, to see
the faces and read the thoughts
all the way over here. As soon as
I saw there was a theme for the
next issue I set to work writing
"what do I think about this subject". And here it is, all ready for
you to add to the mix. Thanks for
shepharding the forum that
helps connect our community.
Love, Forrest
“Community?” Humm... Good
theme idea! Thanks.---ccp
Dear Coco my dear! It was only
today that i realy read ur whole
prev issue and oh my goddess
you did a FAB job! For what you
write but more over for getting
those girlzzzzzzzz taking up
their pens! Thats a FAB way 2
stimulate the whole bunch! I'm
gonna try 2 write some stuff on
magic my dear but I dont know
what yet. I'm in a strange energy
right now.
Big Kisssssss my dear!, Dee
Strange energy is always worth
writing about and reading
about.-ccp
Hey Coco
great to hear from you. Berlin is
a great city. I miss it.
Fine for you to include something from my books in your
mag.
You know the books were translated into German. Das Hexen
1x1 there are three of them.
sorry to hear about your breakup
but you know time heals all in
matters of love. Thrilled to hear
you are dancing tango. Am
teaching tango now in Columbus
Circle. I love it.
Your ex bf should kick a coconut
(hard enough to break it) and
pour the milk over his head. This
is a strong way to break a love
spell or any kind of bad magic.
blessings, Lady Venus

If its bad weather (please goddess no!) we can meet at my
place in Amsterdam
oost/east (of eden):
Middeenweg 156 b, hoek van Middenweg een Zaaiersweg
(Ooostelijk
Begraafplaats), Tram 9 halt Brinkstraat
Smooches and hugs,
Habibi Ding - 0625 075 249
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Christine Moon
Singer-Songwriter&Queer
Cabaret Artiste
Available for performance work
moonbeams@ukonline.co.uk
Tel: 0044 114 255 5585
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
XXXXX
Blah blah Blah
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CONTACTS POINTS:
Eurofæries Netherlands
Contact: Habibi Ding
j.ferguson@chello.nl
(English/Dutch)
P.O. Box 2721
1000CS Amsterdam
Netherlands
Eurofæries France
efthimios@aol.com
EFc/o Kalos 7rue Payenne
Paris 75003 France
tel.[33](0)1.40270295
Eurofæries Berlin
ButchBuddha
howaberlin@hotmail.com
or Cocopierre
Berlin@eurofaerie.de
RheingoldFæries
Bonn/Cologne/Dusseldorf
Germany
rheingoldFæries@Lycos.de
Eurofæries BalticCircle
viking_diva@hotmail.com

World Wide Web Internet Surfing
[please submit your surfing discoveries for future issues]
http://www.photos-biron.com/events/Pride2001/HarryHay0.htm
a nice site dedicated to Faeries, Harry Hay and the work of an
Interesting Photog.
http://www.Astrologyzone.com
I swear by this site. Ms Miller has a great control of sunsign forcast
www.stevee.com--steveePostmans Website
www.radfae.org
this is agreat link portal page for all faerie things. very neat/clean
----http://www.geocities.com/menandmagick/kink.html if you would
like to know more after the cum and magic article taken from the
web

Clown Series by
Annelize

http://groups.msn.com/EuroFaeries

c/o Viking Diva
PO Box 3698,10501 Tallin
Estonia
Irish Radical Facries
An Sidheog
71 Ballyculter Road
Loughkeelan,
Downnpatrick
County Down BT30 7BD,
Northern Ireland
Færies@dissid.net
www.beyond-thepale.co.uk/egregious3.htm

Edward Carpenter
Community / BM ECC
London WC1N 3XX
United Kingdom (UK)
www.edwardcarpenter
community.org.uk
info@edwardcarpentercommunity.org.uk
Tel.(UK) [44](0)8703-215121

Australian Færy Sanctuar y
Heading downunder? we'd love to wel come you to our NEW Sanctuary- 130
acres of beautiful bushland in NE NSWcontact us for details - Love & Light færie
air kisses
Australian Radical Færies PO Box 495
Nimbin 2480 NSW 02 66897070 -87
Hetherington Rd Wadeville NSW 2474
ozFæries@yahoo.com
Quarterly newsletter “Fae Raves” Subs,
Donations, Membership, Support see
www. geocities.com/ozfæries for details
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Færie Sanctuaries (USA)
Short Mountain Sanctuary
247 Sanctuary Lane

www.rfdmag.
org/index.
html a pioneering zine

Liberty, Tennessee (TN) 37095 USA
Telephone:[1](615)563-4397 Messages
only
Vermont Radical Faeries
P.O. Box 531
Winooski, Vermont
www.Færiecampdestiny.org
PHONE: Call the millbillies at
Telephone:[1](802)295-7105
Wolf Creek Sanctuary
P.O. Box 312
Wolf Creek, Oregon (OR) 97497 USA
www.nomenus.org
E-MAIL: nomenus@budget.net
Telephone:[1](541)866-2678
Zuni Mountain Sanctuary
P.O. Box 636
Ramah, New Mexico (NM)87321 USA
www.zms.org
E-MAIL: zunimtn@cia-g.com
Telephone:[1]505-783-4002
Chicago Faerie Circle
(Kale) PO Box 607282
Chicago, Illinois (IL) 60660-7282
www.geocities.com/
Faeriechicago
E-MAIL: chicago@radicalFærie.com
Miami Faerie Contacts
Kelpie House
6700 SW 52nd St.
Miami, Florida (FL) 33155USA
Telephone:[1]305-667-7601
COMMENTS: Ask for Gawen, the
Innkeeper.
NYC Circle of Radical Faeries
c/o the FaerieGram
PO Box 150296
Brooklyn, New York (NY) 11215 USA
www.radicalFæries.net
communities.msn.com/radicalFæriesnyc
Telephone:[1]718-625-4505
Moon Circle - Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California (CA)
www.mooncircle.net
Southern California Area Radical Faeries
(SCARF)
Faerie Dish Rag (FDR)
PO Box 26807
Los Angeles, CA90026 USA
E-MAIL: socaradfae@aol.com
Telephone:[1]213-666-1350
COMMENTS: Also email
faedishrag@aol.com.
Seattle Fairy Phone
Seattle, Washington (WA)USA
Telephone:[1]206-366-2132
COMMENTS: Event tape for the Seattle
area.

NEXT Marieposa Zeitung Theme: «COMMUNITies»
send your fotos articles ads etc to: editor at cocopierre@eurofaerie.de

DEADLINE: Friday.Aug15,2003

SHARE
SUPPORT
PRINT
MAIL
DONATE
TO KEEP THE
MpZ AS A
RECORD FOR
OUR HISTORies

RheingoldFærie
MpZ Butt page
Candidates?

digital Newsletter

Note*
If you would like
future MpZ you MUST
request for a subscription by eMail
mpz@eurofaerie.de

Xtra MpZ
POSTCARD
No.4
Instructions/Mode
d’emploi:
1.#Cut out pic ture on dotted
line.
2.Glue to Old,
Unused or
Previously used
Postcard.
3.Erase previous
messages.
4.@Write your
message.
5.Place stamp
6.Mail to friends
and lovers.
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